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ERROR: Column pat_id could not be found in the table/view identified 

with the correlation name  

       P. 

ERROR: Column pat_id could not be found in the table/view identified 

with the correlation name  

       P. 

ERROR: Column pat_id could not be found in the table/view identified 

with the correlation name  

       C. 

ERROR: Column pat_id could not be found in the table/view identified 

with the correlation name  

       C. 

NOTE: PROC SQL set option NOEXEC and will continue to check the syntax 

of statements. 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

NOTE: PROCEDURE SQL used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

ERROR: File WORK.__MATCHES0.DATA does not exist. 

 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

WARNING: The data set WORK.__POSSIBLE_MATCHES may be incomplete.  When 

this step was stopped  

         there were 0 observations and 2 variables. 

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.01 seconds 

       

 

ERROR: Variable PAT_IDVAR not found. 

 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

WARNING: The data set WORK.__MATCHFREQ may be incomplete.  When this 

step was stopped there  

         were 0 observations and 0 variables. 

NOTE: PROCEDURE FREQ used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.01 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

ERROR: BY variable pat_idvar is not on input data set 

WORK.__POSSIBLE_MATCHES. 

ERROR: BY variable pat_idvar is not on input data set 

WORK.__MATCHFREQ. 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 



WARNING: The data set WORK.__MATCHES_FREQ0 may be incomplete.  When 

this step was stopped there  

         were 0 observations and 2 variables. 

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.01 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

ERROR: Variable CNTL_IDVAR not found. 

 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

WARNING: The data set WORK.__CNTLFREQ may be incomplete.  When this 

step was stopped there were  

         0 observations and 0 variables. 

NOTE: PROCEDURE FREQ used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.01 seconds 
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ERROR: Variable CNTL_IDVAR not found. 

 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

NOTE: PROCEDURE SORT used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

 

NOTE: Variable count is uninitialized. 

ERROR: BY variable cntl_idvar is not on input data set 

WORK.__MATCHES_FREQ0. 

ERROR: BY variable cntl_idvar is not on input data set 

WORK.__CNTLFREQ. 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

WARNING: The data set WORK.__MATCHES_FREQ may be incomplete.  When 

this step was stopped there  

         were 0 observations and 3 variables. 

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.01 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

 

NOTE: The file WORK.__MATCHES0 (memtype=DATA) was not found, but 

appears on a DELETE statement. 

 

NOTE: PROCEDURE DATASETS used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.03 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

ERROR: File WORK.__FINAL_MATCHED_PAIRS.DATA does not exist. 



 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

NOTE: PROCEDURE SORT used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

ERROR: Variable pat_id is not on file WORK.__PATMATCH. 

ERROR: Invalid DROP, KEEP, or RENAME option on file WORK.__PATMATCH. 

 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

WARNING: The data set WORK.__PATMATCH_ORIG may be incomplete.  When 

this step was stopped there  

         were 0 observations and 0 variables. 

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.01 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

ERROR: Variable PAT_IDVAR not found. 

 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

NOTE: PROCEDURE SORT used (Total process time): 
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      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

 

ERROR: File WORK.__FINAL_MATCHED_PAIRS.DATA does not exist. 

 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

WARNING: The data set LIBRARY.MATCHED_PAIRS1 may be incomplete.  When 

this step was stopped  

         there were 0 observations and 0 variables. 

WARNING: Data set LIBRARY.MATCHED_PAIRS1 was not replaced because this 

step was stopped. 

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.03 seconds 

      cpu time            0.01 seconds 

       

 

 

NOTE: The file WORK.__FINAL_MATCHED_PAIRS (memtype=DATA) was not 

found, but appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: The file WORK.__MATCH_PAIR0 (memtype=DATA) was not found, but 

appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 



NOTE: The file WORK.__MATCH_REMOVE_CONT (memtype=DATA) was not found, 

but appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: The file WORK.__MATCH_REMOVE_PAT (memtype=DATA) was not found, 

but appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: The file WORK.__NEW_MATCHED_PAIRS (memtype=DATA) was not found, 

but appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: The file WORK.__REMOVE_CONT (memtype=DATA) was not found, but 

appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: The file WORK.__FIRST_PAT_IDVAR (memtype=DATA) was not found, 

but appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: The file WORK.__ALL_FIRST_ID (memtype=DATA) was not found, but 

appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: The file WORK.__NEW_MATCHED_PATS (memtype=DATA) was not found, 

but appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: Deleting WORK.__CONTMATCH (memtype=DATA). 

NOTE: Deleting WORK.__MATCHES_FREQ0 (memtype=DATA). 

NOTE: Deleting WORK.__MATCHES_FREQ (memtype=DATA). 

NOTE: Deleting WORK.__MATCHFREQ (memtype=DATA). 

NOTE: Deleting WORK.__PATMATCH (memtype=DATA). 

NOTE: Deleting WORK.__PATMATCH_ORIG (memtype=DATA). 

NOTE: Deleting WORK.__POSSIBLE_MATCHES (memtype=DATA). 

NOTE: Deleting WORK.__CNTLFREQ (memtype=DATA). 

 

NOTE: PROCEDURE DATASETS used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.05 seconds 

      cpu time            0.01 seconds 

       

 

311        

/*********************************************************************

***/ 

312        /* 1:1 Matching with an absolute difference between 

propensity scores 

313        /* of 0.10 

314        

/*********************************************************************

***/ 
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315        %psmatch_multi(pat_dsn = library.prop_score_treated, 

316        pat_idvar = pat_id, 

317        pat_psvar = prob_treat, 

318        cntl_dsn = library.prop_score_untreated, 

319        cntl_idvar = pat_id, 



320        cntl_psvar = prob_treat, 

321        match_dsn = library.matched_pairs2, 

322        match_ratio= 2, 

323        score_diff = 0.10 

324        ); 

 

NOTE: The file WORK.__FINAL_MATCHED_PAIRS (memtype=DATA) was not 

found, but appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

 

NOTE: PROCEDURE DATASETS used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.01 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

WARNING: Argument 2 to function VARTYPE referenced by the %SYSFUNC or 

%QSYSFUNC macro function  

         is out of range. 
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NOTE: The data set WORK.__CONTMATCH has 12456 observations and 1 

variables. 

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.59 seconds 

      cpu time            0.29 seconds 

       

 

ERROR: Column pat_id could not be found in the table/view identified 

with the correlation name  

       P. 

ERROR: Column pat_id could not be found in the table/view identified 

with the correlation name  

       P. 

ERROR: Column pat_id could not be found in the table/view identified 

with the correlation name  

       C. 

ERROR: Column pat_id could not be found in the table/view identified 

with the correlation name  

       C. 

NOTE: PROC SQL set option NOEXEC and will continue to check the syntax 

of statements. 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

NOTE: PROCEDURE SQL used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       



 

ERROR: File WORK.__MATCHES0.DATA does not exist. 

 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

WARNING: The data set WORK.__POSSIBLE_MATCHES may be incomplete.  When 

this step was stopped  

         there were 0 observations and 2 variables. 

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.01 seconds 

       

 

ERROR: Variable PAT_IDVAR not found. 

 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

WARNING: The data set WORK.__MATCHFREQ may be incomplete.  When this 

step was stopped there  

         were 0 observations and 0 variables. 

NOTE: PROCEDURE FREQ used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

ERROR: BY variable pat_idvar is not on input data set 

WORK.__POSSIBLE_MATCHES. 

ERROR: BY variable pat_idvar is not on input data set 

WORK.__MATCHFREQ. 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

WARNING: The data set WORK.__MATCHES_FREQ0 may be incomplete.  When 

this step was stopped there  

         were 0 observations and 2 variables. 

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

ERROR: Variable CNTL_IDVAR not found. 
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NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

WARNING: The data set WORK.__CNTLFREQ may be incomplete.  When this 

step was stopped there were  

         0 observations and 0 variables. 

NOTE: PROCEDURE FREQ used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.01 seconds 

       

 

ERROR: Variable CNTL_IDVAR not found. 

 



NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

NOTE: PROCEDURE SORT used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

 

NOTE: Variable count is uninitialized. 

ERROR: BY variable cntl_idvar is not on input data set 

WORK.__MATCHES_FREQ0. 

ERROR: BY variable cntl_idvar is not on input data set 

WORK.__CNTLFREQ. 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

WARNING: The data set WORK.__MATCHES_FREQ may be incomplete.  When 

this step was stopped there  

         were 0 observations and 3 variables. 

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

 

NOTE: The file WORK.__MATCHES0 (memtype=DATA) was not found, but 

appears on a DELETE statement. 

 

NOTE: PROCEDURE DATASETS used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.01 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

ERROR: File WORK.__FINAL_MATCHED_PAIRS.DATA does not exist. 

 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

NOTE: PROCEDURE SORT used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

ERROR: Variable pat_id is not on file WORK.__PATMATCH. 

ERROR: Invalid DROP, KEEP, or RENAME option on file WORK.__PATMATCH. 

 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

WARNING: The data set WORK.__PATMATCH_ORIG may be incomplete.  When 

this step was stopped there  

         were 0 observations and 0 variables. 

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.01 seconds 
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ERROR: Variable PAT_IDVAR not found. 

 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

NOTE: PROCEDURE SORT used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.00 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

 

ERROR: File WORK.__FINAL_MATCHED_PAIRS.DATA does not exist. 

 

NOTE: The SAS System stopped processing this step because of errors. 

WARNING: The data set LIBRARY.MATCHED_PAIRS2 may be incomplete.  When 

this step was stopped  

         there were 0 observations and 0 variables. 

WARNING: Data set LIBRARY.MATCHED_PAIRS2 was not replaced because this 

step was stopped. 

NOTE: DATA statement used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.01 seconds 

      cpu time            0.00 seconds 

       

 

 

NOTE: The file WORK.__FINAL_MATCHED_PAIRS (memtype=DATA) was not 

found, but appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: The file WORK.__MATCH_PAIR0 (memtype=DATA) was not found, but 

appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: The file WORK.__MATCH_REMOVE_CONT (memtype=DATA) was not found, 

but appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: The file WORK.__MATCH_REMOVE_PAT (memtype=DATA) was not found, 

but appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: The file WORK.__NEW_MATCHED_PAIRS (memtype=DATA) was not found, 

but appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: The file WORK.__REMOVE_CONT (memtype=DATA) was not found, but 

appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: The file WORK.__FIRST_PAT_IDVAR (memtype=DATA) was not found, 

but appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: The file WORK.__ALL_FIRST_ID (memtype=DATA) was not found, but 

appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: The file WORK.__NEW_MATCHED_PATS (memtype=DATA) was not found, 

but appears on a DELETE  

      statement. 

NOTE: Deleting WORK.__CONTMATCH (memtype=DATA). 



NOTE: Deleting WORK.__MATCHES_FREQ0 (memtype=DATA). 

NOTE: Deleting WORK.__MATCHES_FREQ (memtype=DATA). 

NOTE: Deleting WORK.__MATCHFREQ (memtype=DATA). 

NOTE: Deleting WORK.__PATMATCH (memtype=DATA). 

NOTE: Deleting WORK.__PATMATCH_ORIG (memtype=DATA). 

NOTE: Deleting WORK.__POSSIBLE_MATCHES (memtype=DATA). 

NOTE: Deleting WORK.__CNTLFREQ (memtype=DATA). 

 

NOTE: PROCEDURE DATASETS used (Total process time): 

      real time           0.04 seconds 

      cpu time            0.01 seconds 
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325         

326        GOPTIONS NOACCESSIBLE; 

327        %LET _CLIENTTASKLABEL=; 

328        %LET _CLIENTPROJECTPATH=; 

329        %LET _CLIENTPROJECTNAME=; 

330        %LET _SASPROGRAMFILE=; 

331         

332        ;*';*";*/;quit;run; 

333        ODS _ALL_ CLOSE; 

NOTE: ODS PDF(EGPDF) printed no output.  

      (This sometimes results from failing to place a RUN statement 

before the ODS PDF(EGPDF)  

      CLOSE statement.) 

334         

335         

336        QUIT; RUN; 

337         


